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Do you often find yourself having problems with your pooch? Is he going to areas of the house he is

not supposed to? Is your dog disobeying direct orders and simply not recognizing you as the alpha?

If you are having a hard time living with your dog, then this book is for you! With the proper

approach, you can turn your little rebel into the perfect family dog who is obedient and protective of

every member in the family. Dogs have different personalities, but there is no question that they

respond the same way to basic stimuli. By providing pooches with all their needs including the

emotional and psychological ones, you can turn even the most stubborn dogs into loyal pets. In fact,

you should understand that dogs are naturally inclined to be part of a pack! This simple

temperament is already working for you - all you have to do now is to make sure that the dog views

you as the perfect alpha material! In this book, YOU will be given complete access on how to

access and control these stimuli to turn your dog into a doting, well-balanced family pet!
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Great read! I find this eBook very informative and well-written. A perfect tool you can use in training

your puppy, it contains valuable lessons on how to respond to their changing personality and learn

how to train them into an obedient and lovable family pet. The author provided the seven exact and

clear steps on how to make your puppy the most loyal and loving family member. I must say that the

tips and strategies that are included in this eBook are very effective as I applied it to my own puppy.

I highly recommend this eBook to everyone who are planning to adopt a puppy!!



The title of this book certainly caught my eye and that is basically the reason I downloaded it. Also, I

have a dog and you can never know too much about your best friend.The book lays out basic

commands and techniques of dog training in a really simple and straightforward way, I like that. It

doesn't try to invent something new, be groundbreaking or never heard of, but the methods of

training are well explained and easy to follow. It summed up important things into 7 steps and that

makes it even simpler to follow. I think every dog owner should try to learn things in this book, it

would benefit both the dog and the owner. Recommended.

I am a new dog owner and found this book to be very helpful. It's simple, easy and practical. The

book covers the basic commands and dog behaviour. I'm in the process of training my dog, a

Chihuahua, and it's not easy. But, this book keeps training simple.

Read the book and am totally convinced that this s the only way to train a dog. Such insight from the

expert Jill Lopez about animals and this gentle but firm approach. I wish that all animal trainers

would use thus method. There would be fewer incidents with humans and their pets or with another

person's pet attacking someone. Excellent instructions on how to compassionately train your dog,

especially as to how previous instructions build on each other for better control over your dog. Also

this book is a relative inexpensive way to learn about training your dog.

This is a helpful guidebook and loaded with some effective lessons. In our house, my sister has a

cute dog. But she did not know proper dog training. Last week I purchased this book to teach her

about some helpful techniques. Inside of this book I have found 7 effective techniques to train most

insane dog to be the most loyal.My sister loved her pet dog so much, but she few weeks ago she

fell into trouble with her dog. Most of the family members were facing problem with that dog. By

reading this book I have learned how to earn the loyalty of rescue dogs. The writer of this book

describes every lesson very clearly within this short book. If you want to learn some effective

techniques and dog training, then I will suggest this book. By reading this book I am pleased

enough.

I am getting a another dog in a month time and it is very long since I trained a dog and I was looking

for a book to refresh my mind on dog training and I got this book. The book has refreshed my mind

and have more than enough on how I will train my dog. The book has the most aspects of dog

training and any beginner is covered. Perfect book on dog training, thanks to the author for sharing



this information.

I super love dog I currently have 3 now and I would really like if they know a few tricks. I believe

dogs are intelligent animals and with the right training they will learn. This book talked about the

step by step training and how to get your dog to do tricks. I think this book will help me in my dog

training dilemmas.

I have a small puppy and it irritates me seriously as I can not find a common language with it. I

obtained this book as a last hope and it helped me greatly, it helped me to earn loyality of my dog

and it gave me very vital tips as for obedience training. I know for sure what my dog needs and how

to supply those needs! I am satisfied with my purchase complittely.
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